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Professors Debate The Merits of Civil Disobedience
On Wednesday, November 8, 1989 the
Buffalo Federalist Society presented a de
bate - the issue being : "That we live in
times when it is appropriate for law pro
fessors to engage in, and encourage, civil
disobedience." The participants were Jef
frey M. Blum, SUNYAB's Associate Pro •
fessor of Law and Walter Berns, a John
M. Olin Professor of Government at

by Maria Germani
Staff Writer

PROFESSOR JEFFREY M. BLUM
Prof. Blum began with a definition of
law and the attributes it should have. Ac
cording to Prof. Blum, law is "a kind of
ideal realized in practice to greater and
lesser degrees." The five attributes law
should have are:
1. The notion of orderly procedure;
2. An ongoing dialogue between legis
lators and their constituents -"state
officials all too often become or get
too far out from people";

ro essor e rey Blum an
a ter erns s a -e an s a ter t e e ate.
Georgetown University. Prof. Berns also
3. Truthfulness·- "law cannot rest on
taught at Cornell University and the Unilies and deception";
,v ersity of Toronto. Moderated by Dean
4. The idea of spontaneous order- "law
degenerates into various rates of
Lee Albert, Blum took the affir.m ative side
of the issue while Prof. Berns argued its
breakdown"
negative. Both participants were allotted
5. A moral grounding - "law must be a
sincere application of morals shared
15 minutes to present their side, as well
as 15 minutes of rebuttal. Afterward, each
by society."
participant posed questions for the other
to answer. The debate concluded with
Prof. Blum used America's "War on
questions from the audience.
Drugs," specifically those laws prohibit-

ing smoking marijuana, as an analytical
example in his discussion of civil dis
obedience . According to Prof. Blum,
"sometimes the law becomes dragged
down, and it's the duty of the citizens to
reach down and get the law out of the
gutter, so it can function the way it's sup
posed to function." Prof. Blum notes that
the disobedience of laws prohibiting
smoking marijuana is justified for several
reasons.
While government may regulate to pro
tect the health and safety of citizens, free
dom to participate in a religion of one's
own choice is protected by the First
Amendment. Prof. Blum remarks that the
basis of policy for those laws prohibiting
marijuana is not safety - referring to
marijuna's less addictive and damaging
physical effects compared to alcohol.
Prof. Blum portrays certain drug policies
as an "abandonment and abuse of law"
with the "tyranny of the majority [stand
ing] in opposition to valid law."
Besides the lack of validity of these laws
(five years in jail for possession of a joint),
Prof. Blum attacked the absence of truth
fulness from these laws. The "dominant
group has disavowed truth as a goal" and
participates in the "deliberate spreading
of misinformation." Prof. Blum specifi
cally referred to the big campaign
mounted by the Government against
marijuana, and the flood of commercials
depicting pot users as lazy, shiftless, and
irresponsible.
"Laws against marijuana are based on
immorality and unfeasability." Referring
to the Assets Forfeiture Statute, Prof.
Blum noted that government reaches a
point where it needs "more and more
Draconian law to make it work." For all
these reasons, "it becomes the duty of
people to make law function good (sic]."

PROFESSOR WALTER BERNS:
Prof. Berns began with a brief discus
sion of Martin Luther King and his "open,
non-violent and loving breaking of the
law." According to Prof. Berns, civil dis
obedience is an appropriate form of ac
tion only for citizens - people who share
in the making of the law. "Martin Luther
King wanted to reform the law - not the
system." [He] wasn't engaged in civil dis
obedience as he defined it. He was just
testing the Constitutionality of Birming
ham law."
Prof. Berns' core analysis is the Con
stitution's recognition of the difference
between a Constitutional finding of law
and the breaking of law. According to
Prof. Berns, civil disobedience is thP. re
fusal to obey the law of the Constitution.
Such disobedience is an "appeal to a jus
tice not found in the Constitution." Prof.
Berns' major problem with this is most
succinctly put in the questions he posed;
"Who has access to this higher than
higher law? Everyone or someone? What
elevates one person over another?" His
answer to the questions he presented
was, "everyone is subjected to the rule
of law - even those who say they are
above the law."
According to Prof. Berns, judicial re
view is an option over breaking the law
- a "civilized civil disobedience." To test
the law, you only have to avail yourself
of the process of law. Prof. Berns recog
nized that special circumstances do exist
where you can't test the law unless you
break it. A recent example of this kind of
situation
occurred
with
Gregory
Johnson's act of burning the American
flag . Prof. Berns' rationale for choosing
judicial review over civil disobedience:
"We don't want to bring this system of
law into disrepute."
(continuedonpage3)

Environmental Activist Speaks At W oldman Theatre
November 7, 1989 in Woldman Theatre
at 7:30 p.m. Lou Gold, the "Johnny
Appleseed of Oregon forests," held a discussion he called "Saving America's Ancient Forests." The purpose of the talk
was to garner support to make Siskiyou

by John B. Licata
Staff Writer

Lou Gold
National Forest into a National Park, a
move that will protect the "old growth
forests" from the encroaching timber cor
porations
Holding his hand-made Bald Mountain
talking-stick, a five foot piece of Douglas
Fir that doubles as a pointer for his effec
tive slide presentation, Lou has the ap
pearance of a character stepping out of a
J.R.R. Tolkien novel. Bandannaed and
bearded, wearing a spotted-owl t-shirt
and jeans, Lou Gold represents the ar
vagabond
storyteller.
He
chetypal
weaved together the history of the "old
forest," the economic factors that put the

loggers in their present predicament, and
the peril of losing the precious temperate
rain forest. To encapsulate his discussion
is to transcribe poetry into prose, a
method more favorable to cases than
causes.
Lou Gold began his ecological activist
career near Bald Mountain by sitting in
front of a bulldozer with three men from
Earth First. At the time, the three happened
to be the entire membership of Earth First.
The logging company pickup truck even
tually dragged one of the protesters ap
proximately sixty yards up the dirt road.
The local television news crew happened
to be at the scene and recorded the event
which sparked the grass roots movement
presently working for Siskiyou National
Forest to become Siskiyou National Park.
"In the park it is illegal to cut trees, while
the (Park] Service presently negotiates
contracts for over sixteen billion tons of
timber per year."
"The old growth forest has obtained the
perfect balance between death, decay and
life, birth, and growth: two elements in
perfect harmony." Lou Gold pointed to
nature as a "pure recycler" stingy with
her resources in the continual pursuit of
diversity and stability in the ecosystem.
Dead trees form an integral part of the
system. In contrast, the industrial foresta
tion view of a forest resembles "the teen
age view of perfect health: no zits ."
An effective argument for preservation
of the existing forests was the frustrating
encounter he and fellow conservationists
had while trying to save a stand of
thousand year old trees known as Millen-

nium Grove. His fellow activists spent
four weeks in the limbs of these trees during the onset of winter in a successful
delay tactic against the logging companies. Logging operations shut down for
the winter, giving the environmentalists
time to provide the court with new data

regarding the historical and ecological
significance of Millennium Grove. It was
an effort to reopen a contract between a
logging corporation and the National Park
Service. In contrast, the logging corpora
tion had a legal point to assert when it
continued on page 4)

Handicapped Access Improving
Over the past few years O'Brian Hall
has undergone a series of physical im
provements in an effort to make it more
accessible to the physically disabled. The
administration has also taken steps to ac
commodate the individual need of phys
ically and learning disabled students.
However, there are still many barriers (not
just physical) for disabled students.

by Maria Schmit
Staff Writer
In February 1988, a Committee on Law
Students with Special Needs was formed.
The Committee, chaired by Professor
David Engel, is composed of students and
faculty members. The first task of the
Committee was to explore the law school
and identify physical barriers as well as to
examine the law school's policies and
programs to determine if they met the
special needs of the students. In October
of 1988 the Committee put out a Final Re
port and Recommendations. The Report
concluded, in part, that: "the Law School
must take prompt and aggressive steps
to ensure that persons with physical and
learning disabilities may fully and freely
participate in all aspects of Law School

Life."
Consequently, the law school has made
many improvements. Assistant Dean
Marlene Cook, whose position involves
dealing with problems associated with
the building, has been very instrumental
in implementing physical changes. Vari
ous problems that had been identified by
the Committee, have since been im
proved: floor drains were installed in the
entrance vestibules; old mats were pulled
up and the floors were leveled; the new
surface was painted with "non-skid" mat
erial; stairwells from the basement to the
top floor were painted brighter to help
(cominued on page I I)

Without Pieper, ·You Could
Get Eaten Alive....
It's a jungle out there. You need A Bar Review Course you can
depend on to carry you through even the toughest situations,
a course that knows it's business. That's what you'll get at
THE PIEPER BAR REVIEW. It provides a complete lecture
series, essay writing, multistate practice exams, books and
a seminar for the MPRE exam. All this plus John Pieper-'s
class room guidance. Think about it, and join us for your
Bar Review journey.
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Helen Crosby Retires After 45 Years of Service To UB
This semester marks Registrar Helen E.
Crosby' s last year at UB. Starting at the
Main Street campus and then at the Law
School, Ms. Crosby has helped to keep
the records at UB straight for almost half
a century.

by Len B. Cooper

be ing especially memorable. In particu 
lar, she described the hectic sp ri ng
semester of 1969, when the campus
sported riot police and tear gas, as being
"not very pleasant." That semester was
dubiously highlighted by the firebombing
of the Main Street campus office of re
cords. Not many people would think to

Staff Writer
Ms. Crosby started work at UB in 1954
as Assistant to the Director of the Office
of Admissions . She was attracted to the
admissions office because it offered a
variety of assignments. She was attracted
to UB because it offered "more of a small
college atmosphere." Ms. Crosby stayed
at the UB Main Street office for twenty
two years. When the Law School was or
ganizing its own office of admissions and
records, they looked to Ms. Crosby to pro
vide the experience and capability that
was required . She d id all of that and more.
She continued on at the Law School, start
ing as Assistant to the Registrar and even
tually becoming the Registrar, and will
end her distinguished career with the
close of this semester.
Ms. Crosby recalls the late 1960 s as

Helen Crosby
look at all of the consequences which
such an act really entailed. But to Ms.
Crosby and the A&R staff it meant a mas
sive clean-up effort as they painstakingly

reconst ructed the st udent records and got
the school running efficiently again .
Am idst such chaos, Ms. Crosby was able
to keep a cool head. Ms. Crosby modestly
stated: " I was never afraid ."
Four decades of serv ice produced many
changes in the school's record keeping
system. By far the most striking was the
conversion of the school records to com 
puter data during the 1960's. MS . Crosby
recalled the pre-computer days when
trays and trays of student records were
meticulously sorted by hand . Those days
have disappeared. Ms. Crosby foresees a
time when almost every aspect of student
record keeping will be done by computer.
Under such a scenario, a student would
be able to register for courses by logging
onto a computer and completing the
whole process automatically.
In addition to the variety, the thing
which Ms. Crosby has enjoyed the most
about working at UB has been the campus
atmosphere itself. Ms. Crosby takes spec
ial pride in her direct knowledge of dozens
of students and faculty whom she has met
over her tenure at UB.
When asked what she liked least about
working at UB, Ms. Crosby replied good-

naturedly : " The first day of add drop! It's
the most busy day of the year; it's always
like that! "
The staff at the A&R office had nothing
but good things to say about Ms. Crosby.
" I love working with Helen," said Sharon
Leone who is on the Registrar's staff.
"She's contributed a lot to the law school,
to the University, and to me personally."
This sentiment was echoed by Technical
Specialist Marie McLeod who was happy
to see that The Opinion was doing a long
overdue article on Ms. Crosby : "Helen
does a lot of things that no one realizes.
It's good to see her get some recogni 
tion ." When asked which of Ms. Crosby's
qualities stood out most in her m ind, Ms.
Leone replied : " No matter how rude
some people are, Helen is always nice.
She is always smiling! "
When asked if there was anything in
particular she wanted this article to in
clude, the ever faithful Ms. Crosby replied
that The Opinion should be sure to tell
students to watch for next semester's reg 
istration material around November 20.
Yes, the semesters at UB will continue,
but they won't be recorded quite the same
without Helen Crosby .

Financial Aid Office Now Provides Counselor To Law School
This year, significant improvements
have been made in the Law School Finan
cial Aid Office. For the first time, the Uni
versity's Financial Aid Office has devoted
one of its counselors to part time work
at the Law School, thus eliminating the
need for Graduate Assistants in the Law
School Financial Aid Office.

by Donna Crumlish
Editor-in-Chief
For the past eight years, Graduate As
sistants had been used to satisfy the need
of law students to have on site financial
aid assistance. Although the Graduate As
sistants put forth tremendous effort, there
were serious problems with the system.
The Graduate Assistants were not always
well informed on current financial aid
matters. This was not entirely their fault,
however, as they were expected to carry
on studies as full time students and de
vote twenty hours a week to the Financial
Aid Office. The changing nature of finan
cial aid rules and regulations made it im
possible for them to keep current on all
matters.
It was also difficult for Graduate Assis
tants to make themselves accessible to
students. They had to set up their office
hours around their class schedules and
as a result there were always some stu
dents who were unable to meet with
Graduate Assistants.
Dr. Marlene Cook, Assistant Dean at the
Law School, was instrumental in revam
ping the Law School Financial Aid Office.
Dr. Cook was hired by the Law School in
April of 1988 and financial aid was one of
her main projects. Upon investigating the
financial aid situation she discovered that
"students were outraged at what was
going on" and she felt "the Law School
was advertising a product we couldn't de
liver." Dr. Cook met with students last
spring, including last year's SBA Presi
dent Kimi Lynn King, to help clarify the
problems and determine what changes
needed to be made.
Ms. King said "One of the main prob
lems was that all of the student's animos
ity about financial aid, no matter what the
reason, was taken out on the Graduate
Assistant. Graduate Assistants were liter
ally accosted in the hall by students de
manding to know information about their
financial aid situation. The need for in
stitutionalization of the system was defi
nitely one of the main problems and this
new system has gone a long way toward
solving this problem."
Hugh Ganser, the Coordinator of the
Amherst Campus Financial Aid Office, par
ticipated in implementing the new sys
tem. He said that the main change is the
elimination of the Graduate Assistant's
role in Financial Aid and the placement
of an experienced Financial Aid Officer in
the Law School, part time. A Financial Aid
Officer now spends a minimum of twenty
hours a week in the law school.

Mr. Ganser added that University-wide,
more changes have also occurred within
the financial aid system . "The Capen Hall
Financial Aid Office has also expanded ...
we now have two full time counselors,
besides Karen, that are available through 
out the week to assist students when they
are unable to get in to see Karen during
her office hours."
Another big change that has occurred
is the computerization of the Law School
Financial Aid office, so that it is on line
with the Financial Aid Offices on the Main
Street Campus and in Capen Hall. The
Law School Financial Aid Officer no
longer has to keep track of numerous stu
dent files, as information on a student's
financial aid situation can be called up on
the computer instantly.
One of the biggest advantages of hav
ing an experienced Financial Aid Officer
in the Law School is that the Officer is
familiar with the system and the key
players in the other Financial Aid Offices
on campus.

Law School Financial Aid Officer
Karen Kubiak
Karen Kubiak, the current Law School
Financial Aid Officer said, "The Graduate
Assistants didn't work very closely with
the Financial Aid Office because they
didn't know the people . . . neither could
the Graduate Assistants keep students'
files current. Before, the Graduate Assis
tants had to tell the student what they
needed, the student had to submit it either
at Capen or Main Street and wait till it got
on the computer system before they
could complete one transaction. I can do
the same thing in a day. This new system
can save students up to a month's waiting
time."
Student Bar Association President
Chris Reo feels "The change in the Law
School Financial Aid office is probably
one of the better things that has occurred
in the Law School in the past year." He
said the student respons~ to the services
provided has been very positive, "We
used to get at least one complaint a day
about the way things were run . Since the
new system has been put into place we
have not received one complaint on finan-

cial aid services at the Law School."
Ms. Kubiak agrees that the student re
sponse is positive and that the system is
working . "During the slower times of the
year, like now, I see about twenty students
a week. Earlier in the school year when
most financial aid business is transacted,
I had lines of students waiting to see me,
but these lines moved quickly." Adds Dr.
Cook "Luckily those lines were in this
building and the law students were not
competing with the undergraduates."
A new and improved Law School Finan
cial Aid Office can do little however, to
change the state of financial aid in the
country. Mr. Ganser explained "The Fed
eral Government has put more rules and
regulations into place, and more of the
responsibility for funding education has

Debate .. . . . . . . .

been placed on the student and the stu
dent's family . There also has been an in
crease in the number of characters in
volved in the process. Besides, the stu
dents and the University, the process also
includes banks, the New York State Higher
Education Corporation, and the Federal
government."
This year an extra effort has been made
to educate incoming students on financial
aid. Dr. Cook said "From the time the stu
dent got accepted we were sending out
materials on financial aid so there would
be no question about what is going on."
Dr. Cook, Mr. Ganser and Ms. Kubiak
are always looking for ways to improve
financial aid services at the Law School
and are glad to hear suggestions from
students.

• • . . .....

from page 1

Hobbes and their belief that humans are
naturally disobedient and require instruc
tion on obedience. "What emerges is
command." Civil disobedience inherently
includes the willingness to accept punish
ment, and according to Prof. Berns,
"teaching civil disobedience teaches
everyone with the hope it's successful
with everyone." Prof. Berns final state
ment was "Law school should teach civil
obedience, not civil disobedience" and
added "Not a great idea, just a sugges
tion ."

PROF. BLUM'S REBUTTAL :
Civil disobedience is a process of
people engaging in "a law-making func
tion ." Prof. Blum notes that one of the
functions of law is to teach, and an act of
civil disobedience is merely a method of
raising questions. Seen in this light, civil
disobedience becomes a "process of
law." "Almost eveyone is part of the pro
cess of law."
Prof. Blum was particularly troubled by
what he coined Prof. Berns' "fallacy of
the excluded middle'' theme . Prof. Blum
was referring to Prof. Berns' classification
of people either under the law, or above
it. "We're all under the law - vulnerable
to it. If those with guns want to inflict
punishment, they may." According to
Prof. Blum, this theme doesn't answer
what kind of dialogue exists. In a process
of representation, Prof. Blum believes the
factual dialogue should be on the same
level.
Prof. Blum further' contends that while
Courts do test the Constitutionality of law,
they are not infallible. Courts exist as " vietims of the same process that corrupts
the process of representation . Judges can
be carriers of prejudice ." Prof. Blum believes there is a distortion of facts because
courts are often so weak on facts. One
result is institutionalized ignorance,
which Prof. Blum partly blames on the
media, as well as" all of us for allowing it."

PROF. BLUM
Prof. Blum remarked that governments
are not perfect as Prof. Berns portrays
them , and concluded by pointing out that
policy-makers are overly concerned with
keeping the value of obedience, resulting
in Americans being "railroaded like cat
tle." As an example, Prof. Blum referred to
studies that reveal Americans who believe
marijuana should be legalized but are
afraid to sign their names on a petition.
Prof. Blum directed our attention to certain "danger signals " such as Congress
keeping the defense budget very high .
"People are reluctant to give up the Cold
War because it is part of the institutional
mission."
PROF. BERNS
Prof. Berns first responded to Prof.
Blum's assertions and then attempted to

PROF. BERNS REBUTTAL:
"Our slogan is not 'No taxation!' It's
'No taxation without representation!'"
Prof. Berns directed our attention to the
"legislative debates, 'whereas' clauses,
public debates, legal briefs filed for or
against, and decisions of courts" as
examples of participation in and the process of law.
Prof. Berns acknowledged that "[o)ur
laws must give reason - it's part of the
teaching process" and as citizens and beneficiaries of the law, we have an interest
in having law obeyed. He referred to the
Founding Fathers' reliance on Locke and

steer the discourse back onto the topic of
the debate. "Any world government
would be world-wide tyranny. Today we're talking about civil disobedience."
A final question Prof. Berns posed to
Prof. Blum was "Why don't you have alot
of faith in representative government?"
to which Prof. Blum's reply was, "Proportional representation would be better."
Prof. Berns concluded by questioning as
well as offering an answer to the method
of determining "the moral sense of the
community." "A Gallop Poll? Isn't that
what our system of representation is supposed to do?"
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BELS Sponsors Discussion On Greenhouse Effect
As the Earth's ecosystem struggles to
countervail the effects of increasing CO 2
emissions and a string of unusually warm
years in the 80's George Bush (our en 
vironmental president), " just said no" to
the Greenhouse Effect. This point was
made by Paul MacClennan, Environmen 
tal Editor at the Buffalo News, during the
" Dialogue on the Greenhouse Effect and
Energy Choices " held in Waldman
Theatre, November 8.

by Jim Monroe
Staff Writer
Mr. Ma cClennan called Bill Riley, the
U.S. emissary to the International Global
Warming Conference this month , a " na
tional disgrace." Bill Riley was sent by
Bush to tell the conference that the U.S.
will not vow to cut CO 2 emissions by any
amount by the year 2000 A.D. and that a) the Conference was the improper
forum for modifying CO 2 emissions and,
b) that more study needed to be done on
the problem .
Japan and the U.S.S .R., who account
for 6% and 19%, respectively, of global
CO 2 emissions joined the U.S. (25% of
emissions) in attempting to defeat the ef
forts of the rest of the world to limit plan
etary destruction .
Mr. MacClennan's comment wos part
of the faculty panel discussion sponsored
by the Buffalo Environmental Law Soci
ety, the UB Recyclers, the Law School
Dean's office, and Conserve UB. Joining
Mr. MacClennan on the panel were UB's
own Virginia Leary, International Law, Les
Milbrath, Political Science, Paul Reitan,
Geology, and Fred Snell, Biophysics.
The comments about the inaction of our
elected officials in the face of mounting
scientific evidence led to an immediate
interruption of the proceedings by a small
group of briefcase wielding people in the
center of the theater who said " Congress
is doing a lot (about Global Warming) ."
Les Milbrath shot back, "None of the
legislative bills on the table in the last ten
years has ever gotten out of committee."
A woman in the small group replied ,
" Hey, we're all educated about the prob
lem in this room, but Congressmen are
elected to make informed decisions about
things that affect our lives. Would you
have them make an uninformed decision?"
Walter Simpson, the moderato r, then
interrupted and decided tha t even t hough
the audience participation wasn 't sched
uled to start until after each speaker had
made an in itial presentation the speakers
were amenable to questions anytime. Les
Milbrath and Paul MacClennan agreed to
reply to the woman 's query.
Les said that we now know enough
about the dangers and probab ilities of
global warming to make the choice be
tween apocalyptic consequences of inac
tion and relatively simple conservation
measures. He exhorted the audience not
to allow our government to play planetary
pol itics with the environment and " to
reach across borders at the grassroots
level. "
Paul MacClennan declared that, " we
can't wait until the last shred of scientific
evidence is in until we decide to pay the
price of implementary conservation

measures."
MacClennan also decried the fact that
the town planners in Buffalo created a
subway system and a trolley car system
that served neither Rich Stadium nor the
"Gulag Amherst campus."
Virginia Leary agreed with Les Mil
brath's call for a grassroots global ap
proach and referred to the U.S.'s refusal
to endorse the international conference' s
recommendations on control of CO 2
emissions. She said that the U.S. tried to
say that the proper forum for the recom
mendations would have been the U.N.
Meteorological Organization which is
controlled by the U.S., U.S.S.R., and Great
Britian.
Ms. Leary also noted that Third World
countries may be reluctant to go along
with international emissions proposals as
they feel that the Western nations have
had a party at their expense and should
bear the full burden for correction . In de
veloping nations, environmental protec
tion standards are a serious impediment
to progress .
Paul Reitan and Fred Snell looked at the
depth and breadth of scientific evidence
on global warming which has led even
the traditionally conservative NASA sci
entists to sound the alarm. They reiterated
that it is getting more and more difficult
for Bush insiders to find credible scien
tists to support the "wait and see" ap
proach .
Mr. Reitan used overhead projections
to show the correlations between the
amounts of atmospheric CO 2 found in gla
cial core ·samples (corresponding to dif
ferent geological epochs), and known
temperatures during these epochs. The
graphs were almost identical with higher
and lower CO 2 levels slightly foreshadow
ing higher and lower temperatures, re
spectively.
Mr. Reitan's research insinuates that re
cent correlations in increasing tempera
ture and CO 2 emission are not mere ran
dom variation and that the high tempera
tures we are now feeling are not caused
by the increasing present levels of CO 2 ,
but by lower past levels of emission . This
could mean that within our lifetime we
will reach average yearly temperatures
that would drastically change ecosys
tems, especially in the higher latitudes
(which are affected more than equatorial
regions) .
Mr. Reitan recalled that Bush 's science
advisor, Mr. Brom ley, had recently been
asked by Senators Al Gore and John Kerry
what steps the adm inistration was willing
to take to deal with global warming . Mr.
Bromley deflected the question as prema
ture until the econom ic efffects of CO 2
production had been fully ascertained.
Mr. Reitan warned " We have embarked
upon a global geophysical experiment
without any way to stop unplanned re
sults."
Fred Snell's research took a more "in
your own backyard " approach to the
problem . He said that it would take 68
square miles of new growth forest to con
sume UB's contribution to CO 2 em issions .
The problem, said Snell, is that forests
are being levelled, not planted .
Mr. Snell also gave statistics for yearly

Law Student Softball Team
Wins Intramural Championship
The summer gone? On October 29, UB
Law's intramural softball team, The
Swartz, ended its 8-0 season by capturing
the university's intramural softball cham
pionship. The Swartz (a name derived
from the term used in Mel Brook's
Spaceballs and UB's own family law in
structor) played its two most challenging

by Dick Young
games of the season in Saturday's playoff
contests, beating Pain & Suffering (the
other law school softball team) by a close
(9-8) margin in the first game, and the UB
Baseball Club team in the sei;ond game
by a similarly close score of 7-5.
On Sunday, the team's bats came alive,
Page four
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the Swartz giving new meaning to the
term "take no prisoners." The semi-final
game found the Swartz on the top side
of a 10-2 drubbing of a fraternity team. In
the championship game, the team
breezed to a somewhat anti-climatic 22-1
blowout.
Stars on the team included defensive
standouts Dan "The Vacuum" Mentzer,
and Chris "Take a Pitch" Reo; outfield
stalwarts Paul "I got it, I got it" Wojtasek,
John "Mr. Leadoff" Langey, Franklin
"Stubbs" Fontana, and Barry "Bear-Wa"
McFadden; Andrew "Clutch" Culbertson;
and Marc "Ten-Minutes Notice" Weinberger. The championship season was
the first for the three-semester-old
ballclub.
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energy consumption in the U.S. as 320
million BTU per person compared with
less than 50 thousand BTU per person
yearly in Brazil and far less in other de
veloping nations.
The panel members agreed that energy
choices we make today will determine the

lives we lead (or may not lead), tomorrow.
One member of the audience felt that the
global ecosystem would somehow adjust
to the CO 2 levels in the next 50 years or
that the present temperatures were just
part of cyclic fluctuations. Paul Reitan re(continued on page 9)

1989-90 MOOT COURT BOARD
EXECUTIVE BOARD: Gary P. Hall,Director; Leah S. Ranke,Asst. Director; Jeffrey
P. Markello, Treasurer; Christina M. Berninger, Secretary; EIRiniki
Moumoulidis, National Competitions Director
SENIOR BOARD MEMBERS: Margaret E. Barton, Deirdre M . Bowen, Mary
Catherine Callahan, Nan B. Clingman, Barbara Colucy, Thomas J. DeBoy, Kath
leen M. Doyle, M. Patricia Drmacich, Kelley M . Eckmair, Sara Faherty, Frank
V. Fontana, Grace Gannon, James R. Grasso, Beth Irwin, Donna Marie Karas,
James P. Kennedy, Kimi Lynn King, Jonathan Kurens, Shawn D. Lavery, William
A. Levine, Catherine Marra, Daniel Mentzer, Mary Lisa Mikan, Karen E. Murray,
Kathleen Ranni, Colleen A. Sloan, Edward L. Smith, Kathleen F. Smith, James
Snashall, Lawrence Wood.
ASSOCIATE BOARD MEMBERS: Naomi Adler, Maurine Berens, Shawn Black,
Mark Doane, Kevin Doyle, Rodger Doyle, Sebastian Fasane11o, Dennis Fordham,
Down Foshee, Allen Friedman, Thomas Galligan, Mary Ellen Gianturco, Ken
neth Gossel, Robert Heary, Tammy Heckman, Diane Herrman, Kirstin Jahn,
Rachel Kane, Eric Katz, Ella Krzanowicz, Brian Lauri, John McGuire, Kimber
lianne Podlas, Anne Purcell, Maurice Recchia, Kathleen Reilly, James Sacco,
Mary Beth Scarcello, Gerald Schaffer, Pierre St. Hilaire, A1an Voos, John Walsh
HONORARY BOARD MEMBERS: William Bee, Alan Birnholz, Jennifer Dillon,
Michael Flaherty, Stacy Glover, George Kotlarz, Alicia Rood, Linda Salmon,
Ginger Schroder, Sandra Wallace, Scott Tompsett, M. Kip Welch, John Wenzke

1989 Desmond Competition Award Winners
WINNERS:

Stacy Glover, Sandra Wallace

FINALISTS:

Kevin Doyle, John Walsh

SEMI-FINALISTS:

Allen Friedman, Eric Katz
Pierre St. Hilaire, Kimberlianne Podlas

QUARTER-FINALISTS:

Rodger Doyle, Maurine Berens
Ginger Schroder, John Wenzke
Kathleen Reilly, Kenneth Gossel
Tammy Heckman, Mary Beth Scarcello
BEST ORALIST
1st- Kathleen Reilly
2nd - Sandra Wallace
3rd - Kimberlianne Podlas
4th - Ginger Schroder
5th - Linda Salmon

BEST BRIEF
1st - Kenneth Gossel, Kathleen Reilly
2nd - Robert Heary, Gerald Schaffer
3rd -Anne Purcell, Eric Doherty
4th - Eric Katz, Allen Friedman
5th - John Walsh, Kevin Doyle

The Board would like to applaud the hard work and effort of all the students
who competed in the 1989 Desmond Competition, and congratulate those who
were extended offers of membership. This year's competition was of an extremely
high caliber, and we hope everyone involved benefitted from c;1nd enjoyed the
experience.

Activist .
entered M illenium Grove under a snow
melting, brightly shining sun, and deci 
mated the entire stand of trees the day
before the court had scheduled a hearing
concerning the Park Service contract. The
company wanted to uphold the sanctity
of a contract.
Lou talked about the re-forestation pro
gram promoted by the logging corpora
tions that "change a balanced forest into
a tree plantation. They are about as alike
to the forests they replace as the corn
fields that replaced the prairie" in the
American mid-west. Presently, 50 square
miles of the Siskiyou National Fore~t has
been deforested. Olympic National Forest
and Mount Hood National Forest repre
sent the future of unprotected forests as
"forests without trees." Lou asserted "all
of it is subsidized by your tax-revenues,
otherwise it couldn't be possible."
Recently, a fire, known as the Silver
Fire, raged through the Siskiyou National
Forest damaging many of the Douglas
Firs but acting as nature's broom by clear
ing out underbrush and diseased trees.
The U.S. Government conducted an ex
tensive, and expensive, study of the prob
lem and concluded that the logging com
panies should go in and remove the dead
trees by helicopter. Lou explained the ac
tual cutting that ocurred was "akin to
mugging a burn victim. It was just horri
ble. Live trees were cleared as well as
those ·that had burned to death."
For his efforts Lou has been the subject
of intimidation by various means. In a pre
sentation to a community group in
Wyoming, the meeting house was sur
rounded by timber-hauling truckers who
rewed their formidable engines continu
ally during his discussion in an effort to
drown out Lou's voice. "It was like a Civil
Rights event out of Alabama in the
1960s." In a separate incident Lou viewed
from a distance a helicopter land at his
replica of a Sioux Medicine Wheel. Ac-

· · · · · · · • • • . . . . .
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cording to Lou "it was a daring daylight
raid by three grown men against five
sticks, some pieces of cloth and a circle
of stones. It took me three hours to rebuild
the Medicine Wheel .. . but it will take
three hundred years to replace these
forests."
In discussing the economic aspect of
the loggers Lou insisted that "we drew
them into dependence on Federal timber.
They're decent human beings caught in
a pinch.'' He expressed the need for job
training to enable unemployed loggers to
enter the work force. In his defense of
environmental efforts to curb deforesta
tion Lou pointed to evidence that while
the logging companies have dropped
38% of their workforce, production has
increased by 40%.
"Everyone perceives a global intercon
nection. No longer are people in New York
City wondering what forests in Oregon
have to do with them. There is no better
opposition that widespread public opin
ion, and the logging industry understands
this so they're trying to get in there and
cut down as many of the trees as they
can." In his concluding remarks Lou did
not paint a very attractive mural: a bleak
landscape created by our "horrendous
consumption practices" of disposable
goods, the disappearance of our temper
ate rain forests, and the extinction of nat
ural wildlife dependent on the old growth
forest. He emphasized the need for ex
panded role of recycling in paper prod
ucts and a change in the cultural appreci 
ation of disposable products.
"The Earth First movement is to get
people to act. Look into your hearts to
find how to act for yourself. But, by God,
act and act soon. Both life and death hang
in the balance." More information can be
obtained by writing, or calling: Siskiyou
Regional Education Project, P.O. Box
13070, Portland, OR 97213. (503) 249-

2948.

Professors Examine Human Co-Existence With Other Animals
This is the final installment in a three part
series of an article which f!ppeared in the
Sept./Oct. issue of Tikkun magazine.
The recovery of context also means that
the problem of anthropology (or ethology,
or environmental ethics) is the problem of
perception. How do we know the other?

by Betty Mensch and Alan Freeman
To deprivilege the claim that our instru
mental rationality is the sole path to knowl
edge serves to underscore the various
ness of perception itself: variety in the
world is not just variety of "things out
there" but variety of perceptual experi
ence, of consciousness itself. Bees, for
example, are structured so that they see
broken surfaces and movement more
easily than we; but they see stationary
surfaces less well, and they see colors
differently. What to us is a simple white
flower is, to a bee, a light blue flower with
shimmering, brilliant ultraviolet lines
(nectar guides) pointing to the interior.
Similarly, "What is it like to be a bat?" has
now been posed as a serious philosophi
cal question. Bats perceive the world
through sonar: they correlate outgoing,
high-frequency, subtly modulated shrieks
with subsequent echoes. We can try to
imagine hearing by so·nar. We can also
imagine, perhaps, having webbing on our
arms, or flying about catching insects, or
spending days lazily hanging upside down.
Yet, at best, that would tell us what it
would be like for one of us to be a bat, not
what it is like for a bat to be a bat.
That we lack the words for a true phe
nomenology of bat experience is hardly
surprising, since we also lack the words
for a true phenomenology of the varieties
of human experience. We know a great
deal about human beings as objects of
study;we know very little about how to get
access to each other's inner lives. With
respect to animals, in sensitivity to the
problem of perception all too easily dis
torts our observations. For .example, as

Barry Lopez points out, the male research
ers who have dominated the study of
wolves through field investigation have
used almost paramilitary language to de
scribe structures of hierarchy in wolf packs
(where "lieutenant wolves" are "dis
patched" and an individual wolf "pulls
rank" on another). It is becoming evident
however, that wolf hierarchies are more
fluid, shifting and complex than once
supposed. Similarly, rituals of "domi
nance" in baboon culture, once perceived
in human terms as indicating a rigid hier
archical power structure, have now re
vealed themselves to be largely the be
havior of insecure newcomers to an other
wise stable group. Success in dominance
has, in the long run, little to do with access
to material benefit.
So too our distorted perception colors
our view of animal territoriality. Just as
libertarian apologists for capitalism find
Lockean property rights in any tribal cul
ture that has a relationship with its things,
wolf researchers have tended to see in
"territory" something resembling our
ownership of land, or even the boundaries
between nation-states. For wolves, how
ever, the importance of territory, the
boundaries of which are not fixed but
shifting, seems to lie in its relation to pack
communication through scent marks.
Scent marks within an area provide a kind
of cognitive map for wolves, a sense of
spatial organization; for by smell a wolf
can tell where others in the pack have
hunted successfully, or where they have
traveled recently.
A somewhat different anthropomorphic
tendency is to rejectthe mechanistic steril
ity of behaviorism only to adopt celebra
tory romanticism. We do wolves a great
disservice when we describe them as
embodying the true nobility we would like
to find more often in human society, while
we wish away aspects of wolf life that
offend our liberal sensibilities. Wolves
sometimes kill other wolves. They also kill
young members of prey herds, notjustthe

old and sick, with the choice of victim
depending on a complex interplay of sig
nals we cannot yet decipher. Despite the
myths of environmentalists, wolves some
times kill beyond their needs, and proba
bly have killed unarmed people during
periods of leanness, when taking human
prey was worth the risk. The process of
hunting is not especially attractive, for
wolves run their prey to the point of bloody
exhaustion, ripping at the flan1<s and ab
domen, tearing at the nose and head.
When the prey is lying on the ground, the
wolves will bite open the abdominal cavity
and start eating, sometimes before the
animal is dead.
Romanticism carries risksfargraverthan
an occasional pretty fantasy about the
natural nobility of animals. The grotesque
racism of the Nazis was part of a more
general ideology that celebrated a spiritu
alized conception of nature. Early versions
of Nazi anti;Semitism were based specifi
cally on thefactthatJews, as city dwellers,
had never been part of the rural German
Vo/ktradition ofcloseness to natural forces.
Early nazism represented a rejection of
academic scientific rationalism, along with
modern technology, and a quest for a
more authentic spiritual connection to the
natural world . In its mostvirulentform this
ideology became the romanticization of
precisely those aspects of nature with
which liberals are least comfortable
nature's inexorable indifference to indi
vidual suffering, the genetic elimination of
the least fit in favor of the strongest, and
the seeming irrelevance of the "self" in
the grand natural order of things.
The Greens, who in Germany today are
trying to fashion a politics rooted in a more
sensitive concern for the environment, are
themselves plagued by the shadow of
nazism . The challenge is to understand
nature from a more ethically sensitive
perspective than instrumental rationality
offers, yet to do so without falling into the
trap of romanticism . That challenge, in
turn, has everything to do with the limits

and possibilities of perception.
Other cultures may at least offer some
guidance. With respect to wolves, for
example, many Western scientists who,
rightly, want to really know about wolves,
to know their reality rather than some
romantic image of them, go about their
task with a peculiarly aggressive spirit, as
if with enough radio collars and micro
scopes one could bind up the wolf in great
lengths of statistical data. While much of
that data is useful and informative, West
ern scientists still know less about wolves
than do the Nunamiut people, who, living
a hundred miles north of the Arctic Circle,
share their lives with wolves. Both the
Nunamiutandthewolves must depend on
similar hunting techniques to survive, and
both have learned to perceive the world in
the same way, noting details and making
sensory discriminations that would com
pletely elude a Westerner. The Nunamiut,
in other words, live in the same "time
space" as wolves, and it is different from
ours.
Although the Nunamiut's knowledge of
wolves, as related by Barry Lopez, is much
more detailed than ours, it is not com
plete; for Nunamiuts there is no single
ultimate wolf reality, which is "not a thing
to be anxious over." Thus the Eskimo's
knowledge of wolves tends to be open
ended, having to do with variation and
possibility rather than certainty, particu
larity rather than universality. Eskimos
speak more often of individual wolves
than of a collective "wolf":
Anaguk [Wolf] may be a wolf with a family
who hunts with more determination than
a yearling wolf who has no family to feed .
He may be an old wolf alone on the tundra,
tossing a piece of caribou hide up in the air
and running to catch it. He may be an ill
tempered wolf who always tries to kill
trespassing wolves wandering in his terri
tory. Or he may be a wolf wlio toys with a
red-backed mouse in the morning and
kills a moose in the afternoon .

(continued on page JJ)
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Editorial
The "T" shirt read "AIDS CURES FAGS" and the insolent young man wearing it
gloated beneath his shaved head and walked with the swaggering confidence of a
John Wayne. Here was a simple expression of a man's hatred; a public celebration
of slow death by AIDS. Yet, the faces of passers by expressed no indignation, no
outrage, no disbelief, and more importantly no condemnation.
The gay and lesbian population is estimated to be 10%. That is one of every ten
people you will meet for the rest of your life. These people are our parents, our
siblings, our children, and they live in fear. This is not just the fear of the swaggering
young skinhead and his ilk, but the fear of losing a job or apartment, the fear of
alienating friends or family, and the fear of being told they are abnormal or unfit to
raise a family. Sadly homosexuals form the last group that it is popular to hate.
Imagine if the "T" shirt read "RAPE PUTS WOMEN IN THEIR PLACE" or "LYNCHING
CURES NIGGERS?" The reaction would have been swift and sure. The brazen bigot
would have learned a lesson in tolerance that begins with intolerance for prejudice.
Granted racism and misogyny are still embedded in our social fabric, yet great strides
have been made by the civil rights and women's movement. Not the least of this
progress has been that public expressions of bigotry will be met with condemnation.
A first important step on the road to equality is the ostracism of the patrons of
prejudice.
The time has come for society to recognize that homosexuals deserve the same
protection we now demand for our sisters and our African-American population. The
Opinion applauds the Law School Faculty for recognizing this need and expressing
it in the form of a resolution regarding sexual preference as an equal employment
opportunity standard for the Law School Career Development Office. Unfortunately
the university administration responded by suspending this policy. The "Report of
Faculty Senate Special Committee on SUNY Law School Employer Recruiting Policy"
found that the university President's action showed "disdain," "disrespect," and
"indifference" to his professorial colleagues in the Law School. For 14 years the Law
School set its own policy on employment discrimination adding items such as "marital
status" without objection. In light of this history, The Opinion views President Sam
ple's failure to support the Law School Faculty on this issue as highly suspect. The
editorial staff believes homophobes should be put where they belong-in the closet.

Staff:

Christina A. Agola, Ted Baecher, Len B. Cooper, Dennis
Fordham, Maria Germani, John B. Licata, Mary Clare Kane,
Gary Ketc~um, Darryl McPherson, Jim Monroe, Maria Schmit
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From The Opinion's Mailbox

Student Attacks Opinion's Judgement
To the Editor:

The Opinion weeks before this sanction
was imposed - and was rejected for pub
lication in the issue of The Opinion for
which it was intended, October the 11th.
In full recognition of this fact, The Opinion
nevertheless failed to make a note of the
letter's submission date and intended
issue for publication when it finally pub
lished Porter's letter - October 25th.
Nevertheless, the second thing the
well-informed reader will probably note
is that from the very title of the letter, it
appears to be a partisan attack upon Lib
erals, more intended for its partisanship
than for its expression of the writer's in
tent that we as a legal community address
issues heretofore left unaddressed. What
the well-informed reader could never
know was that The Opinion irresponsibly
took upon itself to rename Porter's letter
"What Do Liberals Really Accomplish?"
instead of Porter's submitted title, "Let's
Get Our Priorities Straight." Indeed, the
latter subject is the crux of the very first
sentence of Porter's letter. It should es
cape the now FULLY-informed reader as
to why The Opinion saw fit to recklessly
mislead its readers as to the character and
intentions of Chris Porter, for these acts
of editorial impropriety were not without
their ill-effects.
To illustrate, mere hours from distribu
tion of The Opinion throughout the law
school, Porter's character was personally
(co111i11ued 011 page 9)
November 22, 1989

I am writing to bring readers' attention
to a matter which smacks of editorial im
propriety. In the October 25th edition of
The Opinion, there was a letter published,
written by Federalist Society Treasurer
Christopher Porter, which by now is likely
well-known for its title, "What Do Liberals
Really Accomplish?" In his letter, Porter
suggests that perhaps we as law students
might consider concentrating our anger
and protest on issues upon which we are
.-nore likely to be well-received and suc
cessful in bringing about change. He cites as
examples of fruitless efforts the protests
against Crawdaddy's Restaurant for al
leged acts of racism, the protest against
the hiring policies of the FBI and the JAG
Corps, and the call for animal rights, while
on the other hand he suggests that
perhaps the UB Law community might
try making the atrocities committed in
China and Afghanistan, the hunger in
Ethiopia, and on a more local scene, the
oft-bewailed parking woes we all suffer,
more immediate concerns for a change.
The first response a well-informed
reader may consider at this point is likely
that in response to public outcry against
racism, Crawdaddy's liquor license was
suspended, and thus Porter's assertion of
the futility of the Crawdaddy's protest is
invalid. What the well-informed reader
could never know, however, is that Por
ter's letter was written and submitted to
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I feel compelled to comment regarding
Samuel R. Miserendino's November 8th
verbal assault upon Chris Porter. Mr. Mis
erendino's letter provided a disturbing il
lustration of a troubling recent phenome
non. I speak of the tendency of various
"political" groups, whom I will not
characterize as either liberal or conserva
tive, to show almost violent intolerance
toward those with whom they simply dis
agree. While both liberal and conserva
tive groups have recently shown such in
tolerance of opposing viewpoints, this be
havior is most unseemly when practiced
by liberals, because they have been vic
tims of ideological intolerance so often in
the past.
I read Mr. Porter's letter, and I too dis
agree with much that he said. However,
unlike Mr. Miserendino, I would not vent
my criticism of Mr. Porter's opinions in
the form of a personal attack. It is one
thing to express disagreement with
someone's opinion; it is quite another to
assassinate the character of that person
on the basis of his opinion. SAM, THOSE
WHO DISAGREE WITH YOUR IDEAS
ABOUT RACIAL MATTERS ARE NOT
NECESSARILY RACIST, just as those who
oppose divestment do not necessarily
favor apartheid. They simply disagree as
to the best way to bring about results
which are mutually agreed to be desire
able. What Mr. Miserendino and others
like him must come to understand is that
reasonable people may disagree about
how to solve many complicated problems
in today's world. I find Mr. Miserendino's
implication that Mr. Porter is a racist, ir
responsible.
I must also point out that Mr. Miseren
dino's characterization of Mr. Porter's let
ter as containing "egregious" displays of
facutal ignorance" is highly debatable.
The "facts" Mr. Miserendino cites in sup-

racist establishment, while somewhat
compelling, certainly do not foreclose dis
cussion on the point. Despite Mr. Mis
erendino's evidence, my personal experi
ence, for what it's worth, has led me to
conclude that Crawdaddy's is one of the
more integrated nightspots in Buffalo.
While I too disagree with many of Mr.
Porter's conclusions (indeed, his letter did
not seem particularly well thought-out), I
nonetheless would hesitate to declare
that Mr. Porter has "wrapped himself in
ignorance" simply because he is unable
"to 'see and hear' the subtle and overt
manifestations of racism" as Mr. Miseren
dino is undoubtedly able to do.
Mr. Miserendino should have been con
tent to write his objectionable yet mostly
harmless letter. He was not. I learned
through several witnesses that shortly
after Mr. Porter's letter appeared in The
Opinion Mr. Miserendino personally con
fronted him in an O'Brian Hall classroom,
calling him, among other things, "ignor
ant" and a "white-boy racist." As self
righteous as Mr. Miserendino's letter was,
he had an undeniable right to print it.
However, his undisguised attempt to in
timidate Mr. Porter using "fighting
words" was intolerable. If the power
created by the controversial "faculty
statement" can ever be invoked, it should
be invoked to punish this type of be
havior.
As to other members of SCAR, I am
sure your organization is a well-inten
tioned one with admirable goals. How
ever, if you wish to enhance your influ
ence and respect within our community
you would do well to find a spokesperson
who is more tolerant of divergent view
points.
Sincerely and with regrets that it's
still necessary to write a letter
such as this in 1989,
Carter M. Mann, 2-L

Student Burned by Stanley Kaplan
To the Editor:

I would like to tell of a most unfortunate
event that recently occurred, in hope that
other students avoid a similar situation.
Roughly six weeks ago I was hired by the
Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center to
instruct an SAT preparation course. At the
time, being a third-year law student, I was
also in the midst of making a decision on
which Bar review course to enroll in. At
my Kaplan interview, I openly declared
this fact. I was informed of the positive
aspects of the Kaplan Bar review course,
by the interviewer, and asked if I'd like to
enroll. I replied that I would give the Kap
lan course serious consideration, but, I
needed more time to reach a decision.
The Bar exam is·undoubtedly the most
important examination I will take in my
life. It will singlehandedly help determine
my future. Consequently, a great amount
of deliberation went into my decision. I
spoke with, literally, dozens of people
who had recently taken a Bar course, read
the large masses of literature prepared
by the many competing courses, and
compared overall prices. Ultimately, I de
cided upon the "biggest is best" theory
and enrolled in the largest Bar review
course. Choosing a Bar review course is
a personal matter, and I feel I've made
the proper decision, for me, about which
course to take. My decision was NOT to
enroll in the Kaplan-SMH Bar review
course.
I reasoned that the Kaplan people
would understand the rationale behind
my "biggest is best" theory, since the
Kaplan organization makes much of the
fact that they are the nation's largest test
preparation organization. Kaplan's Bar re
view course, however, has minor league
enrollment compared to my choice (at
least in NYS). While over 4000 people en
rolled in my choice, statewide, last year,
the Kaplan course taught less than 200
students. Moreover, of the thirty or so
people I spoke with concerning review
courses, NOT ONE had taken the Kaplan
course, nor did any of them know of a
person who had used Kaplan. Certainly
this does not mean that Kaplan's Bar re
view course is inferior, only that a proven
track record simply does not exist.

Oh, how naive I was ... When I in
formed the manager of Kaplan who had
hired me, of my decision, I was uncere
moniously terminated. Evidently, I was no
longer capable of teaching an SAT prep
aration course because I had "expressed
doubts about the quality of [Kaplan] ma
terial." I insisted that my decision was not,
in any way, an indictment of the Kaplan
Bar review course, but rather, praise for
the acknowledged leader in the Bar re
view field. Moreover, I failed to see the
correlation between my decision to enroll
in a Bar course other than Kaplan's and
my ability to instruct a Kaplan $ponsored
SAT course (the acknowledged leader in
the SAT preparation field), and saw no
reason for my dismissal. The manager re
plied that, if this decision surprised me
then, I "haven't seen enough of the
world ." Now I was really confused. What
did he mean? After all, I've traveled exten
sively throughout Europe, visited the Mid
dle East and even sojourned behind the
Iron Curtain into Russia. Yet, I was being
informed that I hadn't seen enough of the
world. Hmmm ... Puzzling ... Oh, wait a
minute. Did he mean the segment of the
world where capitalistic greed overcomes
compassion and caring? No, that couldn't
be it, could it? After all, Kaplan is in the
business of educating. But wait ... they
didn't care that I, as a member of their
"team," felt that my uneasiness regarding
the Bar exam would be best addressed
by another review course - one with
more experience, and one that specializes
in one area: Bar review. They seemed to
care more about the money than the per
son -and the person wa~ an employee!!!
Doesn't say much about the compassion
and integrity of the Stanley Kaplan or
ganization, does it????
I was burned. I've wasted six weeks of
valuable time in which I could have been
looking for another part-time job. Further
more, I experienced first-hand the vulgar
ity of an organization that values dollars
and cents more than sense. Please, learn
from my experience and spread the word
- KAPLAN DOESN'T CARE!!!!!
Respectfully Submitted,
Eric L. Recoon
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Compassion ls The Fashion This Holiday Season
There is nothing quite as luxurious as
a fur coat. The feel of a soft mink or fox
against your skin as it envelops you in a
cocoon of warmth, coupled with the
glamour of it all, is a pleasure hard to
resist. For a few thousand dollars, anyone
can slip into this symbol of wealth and
affluence. You are one of the beautiful
people when you wear a fur. Nothing can
beat the feeling, so long as you have the
money to spend, and all the blood has
been washed away ...

The only way to end the fur trade is by
cutting off the demand, but that necessi
tates convincing people, and people, as
we all know, are a stubborn lot.
It all has to do with the way we view
animals. They are usually described as
"inferior" -intellectually, physically, and
spiritually. These alleged shortcomings
are used as a justification to commit all
manner of atrocities against them, the fur
trade being a notable example. In the

I used that last analogy for a reason .
While the fur business is falling sharply
in Europe, and beginning to fall in the
United States as a result of the anti-fur
movement, it is on the rise in Asia. South
Korea, our ally and bastion of human
rights, the country that provides us with
slave-labor produced inexpensive cars
and stereos, now boasts a fur business.
Its name is Jindo Furs, and its goal is to
cut fur prices so low that it will become

words of philosopher Leslie Bricusse,
"We create their wretched status, then we
use it to malign them." When one thinks
about it, this sort of rationalization is not
peculiar to animals. Whites used it to op
press blacks, men to oppress women, the
rich to oppress the poor, and the Nazis to
oppress the Jews.

"the McDonald's of the fur trade ." Re
cently an investigator from the animal
rights group People for the Ethical Treat
ment of Animals (PETA) travelled to Korea
to gather facts about Jindo. He spoke with
one of Jindo's fur farmers and asked the
farmer how the animals are killed . The
farmer replied: "Jewish people were kil
led by the Deutsch people in the small
house .. . they used the carbon mon 
oxide gas. We are using the same method
for mink killing." From Hitler to Fifth Av
enue.

by Michael D. Gurwitz
Features Editor
For the sake of the faint of heart, I won't
go into the grisly details of the fur trade.
Anybody who has paid attention to the
news of the last five years is probably
already familiar with the methods used
by fur farmers and trappers. Suffice it to
say that farmed animals such as minks,
foxes, and rabbits are kept in steel mesh
cages until being gassed or electrocuted,
while free ("wild") animals such as rac
coons, beavers, coyotes, lynx, muskrats,
and squirrels are caught in steel-jaw
leg ho ld traps and killed by beating, shoot
ing or suffocation . The exact details of all
this are much worse, but as noted above,
they will not be presented here.
The issue is compassion versus cruelty.
Put simply, nobody needs to wear a fur
coat. It takes from 30 to 50 animals to
make a fur coat, each one of these animals
is a warm-blooded, feeling, sentient mam
mal like ourselves. They endure great
pain and suffering only to be killed and
turned into a luxury status symbol for the
vain. Such callous killing cannot be jus
tified, yet it goes on . Like many other evils
in this world (slavery, sweatshops, nu
clear weapons, to name some), the under
lying reason for the continuance of the
bloody fur trade is money. People profit
from the torture and killing of animals.

Pro Choice Students Attend Rally
UB law students were among the
300,000 Pro Choice supporters who re
sponded to the call to "Mobilize for
Women's "Lives" on Sunday, November
12, at the Lincoln
Memorial
in
Washington, DC.

by Jim Maisano
The rally was held on a bright sunny
day as the supporters of a woman's right
to choose an abortion carried creative
signs dressed in purple, white and gold,
the colors of the women's suffrage move
ment. This diverse and festive crowd in
cluded women, men, students, senior citi-

exclaimed, "In New York, New Jersey and
Virginia, th~ people spoke and the people
were heard, and they said: 'We believe in
choice'."
Many other politicians addressed this
massive crowd, which spread from the
Lincoln Memorial to the Washington
Monument, assailing George Bush for
promoting government interference with
a woman's right to privacy and reproduc
tive freedom.
A powerful sight at the rally was a
monument, constructed by Pro Choice
suporters, dedicated to the women who
have lost their lives due to illegal, back
alley abortions.

As most people who have tried to make
a long distance call within the last four
months already know, the 60,000 mem
bers of the Communications Workers of
America (CWA) and the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW)
who work for NYNEX (telephone co.) are
on strike.

Staff Writer
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Jim Maisano , Nathaniel Charney and Mary Clare Kane
zens, lesbians, gay men, and various
ethnic and religious groups.
The National Organization for Women
(NOW), led by Molly Yard, coordinated
the rally. NOW organizers led the crowd
in a pledge to the opposition that Pro
Choice supporters would not supply
votes, money or time to any anti-choice
candidates.
The ralliers celebrated the recent Pro
Choice victories on election day as New
York City Mayor-Elect David Dinkins

At one point in the rally, UB law stu
dents Mary Kane, Nathaniel Charny and
Jim Maisano led the crowd in chants of
"Free Barbara Bush" and "Racist, Sexist,
Anti-Gay, the Rehnquist Court should go
away." They also carried signs stating,
"God Is A Woman, And She Supports The
Right To Choose, George Bush Is A Man
And He Does Not," "My Body, My Choice,
Not Randall Terry's Or His Ilk," "Free
Abortion, On Demand, Without Apol
ogy," and "Women Are Not Incubators."

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:

Mandatory Student Fee Waiver
Forms can be obtained outside the
SBA Office (Rm. 101 ).
Fee waivers will be given only for
financial hardship reasons .
The deadline for submitting com
pleted forms has been extended to
Friday December 1st, at 12:00 Noon.
Submit forms to the SBA Office.

NYNEX Is True Villain of Strike

by Jim Monroe

60D IS A
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Bear in mind that in South Korea , dog
and cat meat are a local delicacy. Jindo
will also make cat and dog fur coats, but
they won't be sold in America . The idea
of wearing a dog fur coat bothers people,
as it should. But a dog is really not differ
ent from a fox or coyote, and a cat is not
different from a lynx. Minks and beavers
and raccoons are also very similar in intel 
ligence to those animals we call pets. If
it is wrong to kill one for fur, then it is
wrong to kill all for fur. They all feel pain,
they all feel fear, and they all bleed red
blood. To kill them for the sake of human
vanity is completely reprehensible . To
wear their skins, thereby supporting the
fur trade, is beneath contempt.
This Friday, November 24th, is a day of
national protests against the fur trade . It
is called Fur-Free Friday, and around the
nation, thousands of people will de
monstrate their outrage against the need
less killing of animals for fashion. These
demonstrations will range from pickets
to street theatre to civil disobedience.
Here in Buffalo, the Animal Rights Ac
tivists of Western New York, Law Stu
dents for Animal Rights, the UB Animal
Rights Group, Greenpeace, and the Buf
falo Greens will picket AM&A's down
town department store, 389 Main St. The
demonstration will begin at Lafayette
Park at 11 :30 a.m., and proceed to
AM&A's . Everyone is invited to partici
pate. You need not be a vegetarian to pro
test the killing of animals for their skins.
For more information, leave a note in box
688, or call 836-2358. the animals suffer
ing in farms and traps need your help desperately.

Jeffrey, the plight of the workers is a
crime.
When asked what she thought the most
serious problem the workers had during
the strike, Ms. Delmonte replied, "Other
than the obvious problems associated with
being destitute, the workers are getting
the shaft from the media. The only time
the local television, radio, or newpapers
cover the strike is when a line is down."
Ms. Jeffrey added, "Corporate America
is solving the health care crisis by slashing
living standards of the working poor and
the media completely ignores that angle.
They're more interested in showing
downed 911 lines and then quickly cutting
to a picture of the picketing workers.
"From all reports we've had on the picket
lines, a striker knows what lines are 911
and would never cut them because of the
bad publicity. The strikers feel that inepti
tude of the scabs and the vindictiveness of
management is being blamed on the
workers.
"The strikers also say the T.V. stations
are biased because they never showed the
striker that was killed by scabs in New York
and they never showed the unification of
labor, consumer, and civil rights move
ments that occurred at a rally in Albany
when Jesse Jackson and Ralph Nader
spoke to the unions."
Pam, Tara, and Toni have individually
raised money to add to the strike fund and
have participated in the day to day picket
ing. Presently they are asking that all stu
dents and faculty bring in canned and
other non-perishable food for the work
ers for Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Tables will be set up Tuesday mornings
to collect the food and people interested in
helping should contact these law students
individually.

The scab operators and directory assis
tance people won'ttell you, but you quickly
catch on when your call is routed through
New York City after an interminable wait
or when the directory assistance tells you
that no one named Smith is listed in your
area.
NYNEX and the media would have us
believe that the strike has been caused by
skyrocketing health costs that make it
impossible for the company to pick up the
worker's health insurance tab.
This claim falls flat, however, when
examined in the face of the exhorbitant
wages paid to the scabs, the ability of all
the other communications companies to
compromise on the health care package
and at the same time increase wages, and
the 94% pay raise given to management.
NYNEX made· 1.3 billion dollars in profit
last year alone and paid 800 million dollars
in dividends to stockholders. Additionally,
NYNEX is asking the Public Service Com
mission for a 359.8 million dollar rate hike
this year while saving 34.5 million dollars
a week during the strike.
For those of us who have taken Prof.
Atelson's Labor Law, this smacks of union
busting and is not good faith negotiation.
To three members of the Labor Law Soci
ety, Toni Delmonte, Tara Burke, and Pam
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Commencement Committee Update
As of this writing, the search for a key
note speaker continues. We are finalizing
arrangements with Samuel's Grande
Manor for our post graduation ceremony
reception which will be open to all
graduates, our families and friends.
Thanks to all of you who so generously
contibuted baked goods, and those of you
who so ravenously bought them, we
raised $237 on our first bake sale. We
hope to repeat the success on Wednes
day, November 29, when the sale will fea
ture Christmas and Hanukkah goodies.
We would greatly appreciate any and all
baked good contributions. Why not spend
the weekend doing some baking - or
why not ask mom, dad, or grandma to
bake for you? (When was the last time
you told your mother that you needed
cookies for school?) We'll be sending you
a reminder on this.
' By the time this goes to press you will
have heard about our Giant Commence-

ment Raffle. Tickets are on sale now - $1
each or 6 for $5 - for two big raffles. Raffle
#I features two BarBri bar review courses
for the low tuition rate of $600 each. (The
current tuition rate is between $955 and
$1,025). This prize is available to all stu
dents, even current BarBri enrollees, whose
contract price would be reduced to $600.
Raffle #2 must be seen to be believed. We
have an official NFL football (slightly used
in either a game or practice) which has
been autographed by most of the Buffalo
Bills!!!!! Second prize in this raffle is a
certificate for brunch for two at Samuels
Grande Manor. Please stop by our raffle
table which will be in operation off and on
from now until the drawing on December
8. Or see Barb Gardner in the Mimeo
Bookstore (Yes, I will accept cash for the
raffle tickets). The football will be on dis
play periodically, however passing and
punting will be prohibited. Just think, six
months 'till graduation!

ITPI Solicits Articles
In The Public lnterest(ITPJ), a legal jour
nal published annually by the students of
the SUNY-Buffalo Law School, is solicit
ing articles for publication in Volume X,
the Spring 1990 edition. The Journal is
committed to printing articles which crit
ically examine legal issues in their social,
historical and political contexts. The Jour
nal is distributed to SUNY-Buffalo Law
Students, public interest organizations,
and over 500 law libraries throughout the
country. It also appears in WestLaw, the
computerized legal data network.

by Geraldine Zang
and Christine Agola
Staff Writer
Papers written by law students are the
main source of ITPl's publication material,
but it also welcomes written works which
address topics of law, public policy and
society from law faculty, practitioners and
researchers from other disciplines.
Publication in a national law journal
such as In The Public Interest offers the
author a large and interested audience as
well as experience in writing. It can also
contribute to an author's career and em
ployment prospects.

Student .. . .......... .

Papers are considered anonymously
for publication. Accordingly all submis
sions must include a sealed envelope,
marked with the author's social security
number on the outside which contains a
sheet of paper giving the author's name
and mailbox number (or address if the
author does not have a mailbox at the law
school). The article itself should be iden
tified only by the author's social security
number on the cover page. Three copies
of the article are required. These materials
can be placed in mailbox 791 or 176 in
the mailroom on the second floor of
O'Brian Hall or brought directly to the ITPI
office.
The deadline for submission of articles
is January 26, 1990. Publication decisions
will be made in early February, and appli
cants will be notified by mid-February as
to whether their paper has been selected.
The Journal is also seeking a graphic
artist to provide illustrations for the
Spring edition. Drawings are used on the
cover of the Journal and to accompany
the articles and essays. Individuals in
terested in supplying this artwork should
leave a note in mailbox number 791 or
176, or contact Tim Reinig or Lisa
Morowitz in the ITPI office, 118 O'Brian
Hall.

• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Such sophistry as Misrendino's false
accusations and flawed reasoning can no
longer be allowed to run rampant through
Opinion letters and word-of-mouth con
cerning the sad incident of October 25th.
Anyone willing to take the time to get to
know Chris Porter well, or at least with
the tact to quietly call him aside to speak
privately with him about his views, will
quickly discover that he is far from a racist
and anything but a troublemaker. A share
of the blame for the harm done to his
good name should also fall on the staff
of The Opinion for its irresponsible hand
ling of Porter's letter to the editor. The
resulting misconceptions about his inten
tions and personal character, resulting in
the unfortunate scene on the day of the
paper's distribution, are a sobering exam
ple of what can happen when those in the
media take liberties with a writer's title the single most important summary of a
letter's content - and also fail to provide
readers with an accurate explanation of
sequences of events.

attacked, in full view of myself and a
number of fellow students, by Samuel
Miserendino, author of "Willful Ignorance
Obscures Results" (Opinion, 11 /8/89),
who labelled Porter as "ignorant" and "a
racist." When challenged by Porter, right
fully offended, to substantiate such out
rageous claims, Miserendino cited Por
ter's apparent disregard of the fact that
Crawdaddy's had been sanctioned, and
criticized his attack on law school Liberals
alone, claiming that Conservative friends
of his had also felt strongly about racism
at Crawdaddy's. Therefore, he concluded,
Porter must also subscribe to the same
racist tendencies as the management of
Crawdaddy's.
And now, despite being informed of
and accepting the true submission date
of Porter's letter immediately following
this attack, Miserendino nonetheless as
serts in his "Willful Ignorance" letter that
Porter never took the sanctions against
Crawdaddy's into account when he wrote
his letter. He further falsely accuses Porter
of equating anti-discrimination move
ments with "a liberal agenda," obviously
referring to the unintended use of the
term "Liberals" in Porter's title, the cir
cumstances of which Miserendino also
understood at the time of his attack.
Whom, now is being willfully ignorant,
Opinion readers? Considering Miseren
dino's vengeful attack upon Porter on Oc
tober the 25th, are we really expected to
believe that Miserendino "regrets that it's
still necessary to write a letter like this in
1989?" (Miserendino letter, 11 /8/89).'Or is
the conclusion more likely that he is lash
ing out at Porter to defend the integrity
and dignity of "barricading doors (and)
banging on pots and pans" (Porter's let
ter, 10/25/89) as successful means of pro
test?

The Opinion owes Chris Porter an apol
ogy, along with an affirmation of Porter's
intended title for his letter, and of the fact
that it was submitted for publication be
fore Crawdaddy's was sanctioned for ra
cist acts. For that matter, so does Miseren
dino, who publicly attacked him on Oc
tober 25th, owe Porter an apology. I fully
expect the first of these to be afforded
Porter.
I won't hold my breath for the second.
James Giambrone
Second-year Law Student
Federalist Society
Editor's Note: Mr. Porter's letter was sub
mitted in early October, with the
title "Priorities" printed at the top.

Greenhouse Effect

.· . . . . . . . . . from page 4

plied, "Even if cyclic changes do account
for some of the increased temperatures
and even if the planet may make some
adjustments, the range of possible
reasons for temperature increase is nar
rowing and the possible range of correc
tions that Earth's atmosphere is capable
of producing is quite small."
As for what the students and faculty
should do Fred Snell opined, "I don't de-

fine learning as being able to repeat sen
tences. I define learninq as being able and
willing to translate into aotion what we've
been taught. I think, once you know the
truth, you are burdened with acting upon
it."
Walter Simpson said, "Recycle, keep
the heat down in the winter months, and
either car pool or take the the bus." I say,
"That's the least you can do."
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Video Reviews
Criminal Law
Monday, November 27, Room 109
3:30 - 6:30 pm

Essay Writing
Tuesday, November 28, Room 106
3:30 - 5:30 pm

Evidence I
Wednesday, November 29, Room 109
3:30 - 6:30 pm

Evidence II
Thursday, November 30, Room 108
3:30 - 6:30 pm

Pizza and Property
Friday, December 1
Pizza: 12:00 - 1:00, 1st Floor Lounge
Property I: 12:30 - 4:00, Room 109
All Video Reviews are open to all students,
regardless of BAR Review affiliation.
-

STANLEYH.

KAPlAN-SMH
BAR REVIEW SERVICES
(800) KAP·TF.Sr (800) 343·9188
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Animals
Native Americans in general did not
traditionally consider themselves apar:t
from nature in the way we do but that does
not mean they refused to perceive differ
ence. To perceive difference was not to
constitute hierarchy. Just as there were
"the People," so too were there "the
Bears," "the Mice," and so forth. Animals
were simply separate nations, each with
particular qualities from which one could
learn by paying respectful attention.
In contrast, given our entrenched ide
ologies, it is hard for us simply to see both
similarity and differences without rushing
to rankings and dualistic categories. The
hold of conventional categories is so ex
traordinary that even Peter Singer and
Tom Rega[!, two of the English-speaking
scholars most visibly committed to ani
mal rights advocacy, have argued wholly
by reference to Western structures of
analytic rationality-Benthamite utilitari
anism and deontological libertarianism
as if a new formulation of cost-benefit
analysis or a new clarification of Kantian
membership criteria will solve what is
ultimately a problem in the very nature of
our perception. Perhaps for that reason it
has been noted that the animal rights
movement, with its individualistic empha
sis, may be irrelevant, or counter to, a
sound environmental ethics.
A first step toward formulating a more
sensitive (even sensible) ethics must be,
instead, a recovery of humility. We must
disabuse ourselves of the cultural version
of what Stephen Hawking has called the
"strong anthropic principle"-the notion
that we are so special that everything else
must have assembled itself for the sake of
producing us. In the case of other human
cultures, our presurT\ption has led to the
obliteration of their difference. In 1938,
when outsiders had their "first contact"
with the fifty thousand previously unknown
Papuans of western New Guinea, they
discovered literally hundreds of separate
cultures, each with its own language.
Today anthropologists know of virtually
no other human culture, anywhere on
earth, that has been untouched by the

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . from page 6
plained by our human moral preoccupaindustrialized West. The point here is not
tions.
to romanticize any particular lostculture
To emphasize perceptual distance is not
some practiced self-mutilation, others can
nibalism, others child abuse-but rather
to suggest that we stand uniquely outside
to recall that the dominant cultures tri
of nature, but, rather, to remind ourselves
that we are bound by what Hawking has
umphed in their evolutionary short-run
for economic and military reasons, hardly
called the "weak anthropic" principlequalities that readily correlate with virtue,
that "we see the universe the way it is
because we exist." We are animals who
happiness, or even long-term human sur
regularly mythologize the finitude of
vival.
mortality, who seek God and try to disAs we suppress difference, we are forced
to rely solely on our own culturally contin
cover in our dialectical engagement with
gent mode of perception for access to
the universe the meaning of our own
understanding. The same process of self
compassion. As such, we can neither
celebration that has led to our quashing
abdicate responsibility nor return to the
otherness in human cultures lies at the
hubristic illusion that we can fashion a
heart of our reduction of nonhuman real
unitive, transnatural morality. God sends
ity to the status of "thing," to the point
us back to the world as it is (however
where we can no longer even perceive,
provisional its reality), and to us as we are.
much less respect, the diversity around
We can therefore offer little solace to
us. Given that disrespect, it is hardly sur
those who demand prescriptive norms.
prising that we tolerate the obliteration of
We cannot tell you, for example, that you
a hundred species a day in the rain forests
must be vegetarians, that all animal experimentation must cease, or even that we
alone. In the service of prideful domina
tion, we have deployed our colonial uni
followed the path of moral correctness
versals to destroy both the legitimacy and
with respect to Bruno, who, finally, met
the very reality of difference.
with good fortune. (A teenage friend took
The move tc:iward humility, however,
Bruno to live with him when he left home
which comes with a renewed appreciation
to go to college. Bruno now resides in the
of difference, does not imply that we can
country; and we have told our small chi Isolve ethical problems simply by recourse
dren that Bruno went away to college.)
to some essentialist conception of "the
There is, to be sure, a trendy tendency to
natural." This tempting ploy has charac
fashion environmentally appropriate ethiterized approaches as diverse as the
cal norms and systems by taking a largely
medieval Scholastic's quest for natural
preconceived agenda (for example, nalaw and the modern sentimentalist's seek- , ture preservation or vegetarianism) and
ing of truth through naturalistic "feel
shoring it up with an eclectic appeal, in the
good" spirituality, the latter approach
manner of legal argument to various bits
based on not much more than grooving
of Scripture, "Eastern" religion, Native
on selectively chosen experiences of na
American legend, philosophy, and conture at its most pleasurable. In its extraor
genial scientific data. It is as if, faced with
dinary richness of particularity, nature itself
the environmental disaster we have ereyields no morality. Defying the orn;e
ated, we now seek the comfortable assurcommon efforts of the pious to find homi
ance that God is, after all, a committed
letic lessons in every detail of natural life,
environmentalist. We forget that God
the world has, as modern theology states,
cannot be confined by our human need for
"come of age" in secular times, which
an ally. As Dietrich Bonhoefferwrote, "The
may be science's greatest gift to faith. Out
only God who can help us is the one who
' there, beyond our limited perceptual ca
cannot help."
pacities, nature is what it is-unrelentingly
To reject this trendy eclecticism is not to
objective, and unbounded and unexsuggest that we wallow in relativism, but

Handicap Access . ....' ...
sight impaired students; every fluores
cent light fixture in the school was
cleaned; additional lights were added
outside Moot Court and the first floor
lavatories; lights were also added to the
basement and first floor exit stairwell;
handicap drinking fountains were instal
led on the first and second floors; many
of the billboards and the Career Develop
ment Office job boards have been low
ered; and Braille floor identification tags,
as well as raised letters, were placed by
the entrance to the elevator on each floor
and within the elevator cars (including the
elevator in the library.)
New carpeting was installed in many
of the Lecture Halls on the first and second
floors. Before, there were rips in the car
pet that made it difficult for individuals
with crutches and in wheelchairs to move
about freely. Handrails were installed in
rooms 107, 108 and 109. Unfortunately,
the seating arrangement of room 106
makes it impossible to install rails. Many
lecture hall desks were modified to ac
commodate students in wheelchairs.
Stoppers were installed in the floor under
wheelchair accessible desktops, so that
the chair will not roll forward. Wheelchair
ramps were constructed in the basement
for entering Moot Court. Previously, try
ing out for Moot Court was not a choice
for persons in wheelchairs. Floor tiles
were placed on all the floors of the build
ing. A wheelchair ramp was added for
entry into the tunnel to Baldy Hall. A hand
icap door opening device was installed
on the southeast entrance/exit of the
building. Last year there was one door
with a handicap device, but once the stu
dent entered the first door they were trap
ped until someone opened the second
door for them. Formerly, there was only
an entrance and not an exit button. These
problems have been corrected.
The Law School has purchased a scan
ner. This device will make the material
sold in the mimeograph bookstore clear
and more readable. Now, mimeographs
are often unclear, and contain different

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•
size prints within the same packet. Even
when it is enlarged for the visually im
paired or dyslexic students it is often
blurry. Once the material is put into the
scanner it can be printed out on a laser
printer. There are different fonts; a regu
lar font for normal vision and a fancy font
for enlarging. The print will be clear and
of high quality. The drawback is that it
may take years to put everything into the
scanner.
The school has also acquired two com
puters for the Law Library. The Versa
Point has a voice synthesizer and a braille
printer. The Vista enlarges print. Discs
with various kinds of information can be
put in these computers and if a modem
were attached they could be connected
to Westlaw or Lexis.
In the area of social accessibility, Chris
Reo, president of SBA, has made an effort
to see that SBA parties are held at hand
icap accessible places. Last year there
were parties at Molly's Pub which is not
handicapped accessible. The entrance is
on the upper level of a split level bar. The
bathrooms, as well as half of the bar, are
accessible only by stairs. This year there
have been Law School parties at places
like Marshall's that are wheelchair acces
sible.
Mary Lang, technical assistant to the
Educ;ation Law Clinic as well as a member
of the Committee for Students With Spec
ial Needs, helps draw up individual acces
sibility plans. At present there are 21 stu
dents with special needs at the Law
School. The disabilities include health im
pairments, physical disorders, seizure
disorders, visual impairment, blindness,
and learning disabilities (dyslexia and dis
graphia). There may be other students
with disabilities who choose not to apply
for a plan. These plans allow students to
have courses taped, to orally take exams,
to get enlarged materials, or other al
terations that may be needed to make
conditions conducive to learning and pro
ving that they have learned.
However, there are still a lot of prob-

to urge that we must recover a more setious theological process, one rooted in
context. The recovery of context is thus a
part of the true agenda of "postmodernism"-a theological agenda rather than
a decadent self-indulgent aesthetic affectation. Just as conventional religion was
compelled to confront the seeming
triumph of scientific, positivistic secularism to the point of virtually conceding the
"death of God," so too the perceptual
changes wrought by the collapse of that
secular worldview demand a theological
response. This is to suggest neither a
misguided "fundamentalism" that tries to
recover a prescientific mode of being nor
a retreat to a premodern romanticized
view of nature. We need a theological
practice that is contextual, dynamic, and
just as responsive to the fall of secularism
as it was to its rise.
As Jews, we will surely wish to reflect,
for example, on the humbling unity of
living creatures who are,after all, kol basar
(all flesh), each infused with ruakh khayyim
(spirit of life). Why did God promise us a
covenant (berit) with "the beasts of the
field and with the fowls of heaven and with
the creeping things of the ground"? (Hosea
2: 20.) As Christians, we may wonder why
it is that Christ, rejecting all preconception, appears where least anticipated; He
is present in the least among us, the most
marginalized, the "stranger" and the
"other," always in their unexpected, irreducible particularity. What then is the
meaning of the injunction to "love thy
neighbor"?
To speak in such starkly sectarian terms
is to affirm the necessarily pluralistic character of the modern theological agenda.
We cannot leap to essentialist universals
about "life" that deny and mask the rich
particularity of living experience and of
human tradition. Nor can we retreat into
defensive sectarian insularity. As we allow ourselves to confront the particularities of penguins and wolves, grasshoppers and crows, we may discoverthe basis
for a postmodern pluralism, not of nihilistic despair, but oftransformative renewal.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from page I

lems with accessibility. The CDO office is
noisy. Also, if the student wants to ask a
professor a question after class he/she
inaccessible to many people in wheelcan not get down to the front of the room.
chairs. Also, the books are much too high
on the shelves for the few individuals in
The fact that the lecture rooms are inacwheelchairs that can even get in. Disabled
cessible also prevents the school from hiring a professor who is in a wheelchair.
students may face other problems of inacFor learning disabled students there are
cessibility with many legal employers,
still a lot of barriers. Professors often write
and this is an additional burden. The
CDO lowered many of the job boards, but,
on the board or draw diagrams that can
they did not enlarge the print on the job
hardly be deciphered by those who are
not even learning disabled or visually imnotices. The print is often so small that it
can not be read by visually impaired stupaired). Professors sometimes give the
page assignment orally at the end of
dents. The newsletter that CDO puts out
is also in very small print. A large print
class. Dyslexic students can not process
copy is put out, but it usually arrives two
the numbers correctly in their mind. Enweeks after everyone else receives their
larged print materials are often blurry and
copy; and time is often a crucial factor.
unreadable. The scanner may take years
Transportation is another problem
before it is put to use. Information regarding meetings is often printed very small
faced by physically challenged students.
Although Public Safety does provide
on the boards in the front of the room.
some spots in front of the Law School for
Many can not read these signs. Also
group newsletters are usually in fine print.
handicap vans, there is a problem in the
winter with keeping the walks shoveled
The Office of Records and Adminstraand clear. For disabled students in the
tion has a counter that is too high for a
dorm who rely on the van that is provided,
wheelchair. And the grade board is a disaster. The grades are printed very small,
there are often serious limitations due to
and often placed high on the board.
the running schedule (this service is handRob Davis, former member of the Comled through the University not the Law
mittee said the Law School has become
School itself).
New tiles were installed on all the
"cosmetica!IY more accessible." He
floors; but when they are wet they are
pointed to the fact that the Law School
acquired the two new computers - one
still very slippery. (Tiles were installed befor enlarging (the Vista) and one with a
cause of monetary constraints; the
voice synthesizer and a braille printer (the
choices were tiles or cheap carpet.) The
library doors are manual. There is a probVersa). The computers have great potenlem with installing automatic doors betial; but unfortunately, the Office of Services for the Handicapped will provide no
cause of the noise they would make, the
training; thus the expensive and highly
space available, and the fear that they
would break with all the use. Ivan Khoury,
advanced technology goes unused.
third year student, former member of the
A great deal has been done, but more
Special Needs Committee, and member
is still needed. The Law School is further
of Club 504 (riamed after a section of the
advanced in this area than many other
legislation that requires state funded inlaw schools. However, it has the potential
stitutions to be accessible to the handto become even more accessible. There
has been strong support from the faculty
icapped) feels that "waiting for someone
to open the door for you adds to the
and administration. There are shortcomstigma of being handicapped."
ings, but tremendous gains have taken
place in a short period of time. And, the
There are several problems particular
to students in wheelchairs. They are conadminstration realizes the job is not comfined to the back rows of first floor lecture
plete. Assistant Dean Marlene Cook
stated: "We have only just begun."
halls. If the doors are open it is often too
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Modesty prevents us from telling you
how good BAR/BRI Is.
Therefore ...
we've let BAR/BRI students do the talking.
BAR/BIU gave me structure that I needed for the bar.
Lookin~ back, I think I would be in a tough situation
if I bad to approach this on my awn. I had a lot of
friends who have been taking other courses and I've
110rt of compared what they're learning and what I'm
learning and I think that BAR/BRI ia doing a really
Your course was worth the money. I couldn't imagine good job ....Tbe BAR/BRI per.ionnel ill very helpful.
being more prepared. Ir I didn't pass the fault in no
I've called Steve Rubin several times on the phone.
way can be attributable to any misguidance on your
He baa always been available to anawer questions. He
part. I also was very comforted by the feeling you all
literally called me at 12 o'clock at nighl..Also, the
conveyed that you're concerned and cared. It showed
office people have been really helpful too ... J would
that customer satisfaction is important to you 11nd T
i'<>finitPl_y r<><:0mmend BAR/RIU to anyone.
am a satisfied c:ust.omer! Thank you!!
- Columbla l.Jrw School

I was as prepared as I could have been. The exam
itself had no rurprises. It was a living nightmare, but
BAR/BRI prepared me. H J have to do this again, I
will take BAR/BRI again.
· Albany Law School

• Albany Law Schnr,I

I am very happy with the BAn/ IlRI program . I foe)
that you provide 1.n excellent program and I would
highly recommend it to othen. HI do not pass the
bar, it will not be because of a lack or effort on behaH
of the BAR/BRI peno11Del. Thank yob for all your
help.
• Brooklyn Law School

All in all, I wu very aatisfied with BAR/BRI ... .After
bearin1 what Pieper does to hia students' poor hands,
I'm truly iilad J choee BAR/BRI. Va.riety ill very good
in the course of a tummer.
· Brooklyn Law School

I wu generally satisfied with the lectures and very

pd for all the written materials you gave us (the
outlinee and practice questions). In addition, J
appreciated your obvious rupport and encouragement
for ua durin1 tlm very lltre9llful period.
· Brooklyn Law School
Thank you for EaMy #6 on the Bu. I wu tired but
when I •w the question, what an adrenal surge. I did
well in the bar but having done Essay #6 already and
bowinc the model auwer was a gift. Thank you.
• Brooklyn Law School
BAR/BRI was ucellenl It prepared me for the bar.
Hopefully, I no longer need your services, but I would
do BAR/BRI again. I learned the law, not just
memorized mnemonics and for that I am arateful.
• Brooklyn Law School
The most effective thin1 about the BAR/BRI course

wu the frame work. lt'a pretty ricid ...You bow what
you should be doiq at all time... .J 1eem more happy
with BAR/BRI than other people Nem ln other
COUl'NI.

• Brooklyn Law School
I wu very lmprftled with BAR/BRI. The methods,
techniques and materials were all very helpful. Most
of all, I appreciated the way BAR/BRI made itaelf
available to each member individually; to give your
per.ional home phone numben to thouaand11 or people
WM both "daring" and commendable. No matter what
the results of my exam will be, I know I will
recommend BAR/BRI to othen. God Bless!
- Buffalo Law School
I would recommend the cour.,e to othen and don't
,esretmychoice.
• Buffalo Law School
BAR/BRI wu great u far u living me emotional
npport and confidence In what I did know; (not
1hakinc my confidence bec:auae ol what I didn't know,
like other bar candidates) ... .ln addition, the good luck
letter made me feel l!O(ld. Tbanb.
• Cardozo Law School

The lecturen were really terrific, I expected that
aittin1 in front or a TV 3 hours a day would be
unbeanble, but for the most pert they made it almOllt
an eqjayable uperience.
• Cornell Law School
I am completing this evaluation after the bar eum. I
feel that BAR/BRI prepared me extremely well for the
uam, and I would certainJy recommend your coune.
• Cornell Law School

I am very impret!lled with the whole operation - aince
you really have a captive audience, I expected a lesaer
level or professionalism and caring. I have friends in
other courses, aome or whom are rubjected to acare
tactics and panic lectures. I apprecillte the lack of the
ame at BAR/BRI.
• Fordham Law School

The program ill well-organized and set-up to "apoon
feed" the material to the audience. After S yean of
law school, we're all tired and thill ill just what ill
needed. I also appreciated all the "pep talb" and
encouragement liven throughout the lectures. I would
hiply recommend your coune.
. Pace Law School

I was very pleued with what I wu taught. The wa.y
it WM presented and the respect BAR/BRI 11bOWB ita
student.a. A professional, wum and top notch job!
Thank you!
· Fordham Law School

Overall - very atisfied with BAR/BRI - would
recommend it to student.a in the future. Great job'

The materials are very good. The moet important
thing about the coune ia that they give you what'•
important and what ian'l So you can bow what Iii
likely to be on the test.... Tbe BAR/BRI people were
very helpful. They are very, very nice and very
cooperative. I'm very pleued.
- Fc.-dham Law School
Thia ill written 7/Sl. I felt well prepared for the
questions on the euJD, Where I was unrure I had no
problem making something up....No doubt you heard
the last esaay was almost Identical to a practice
question. Good 1haw!
• Georgetown Law School
lt'a a joy to finally learn all the law I onJy beard about
In law tchool.
• Harvard Law School

I like the fact that they have been very realistic about
what they are tryin1 to acoompliah - to get u11 to pBM.
I like the fact that they really try. Despite the fact
that there i11 really a large number of people in the
coune, I have actnally gotten a lot of feedback on the
fl!lllllya.. .I think that my chances on passing are a lot
better with thi11 course.. .I took BAR/BRI under
recommendation and I would certainly recommend It
to ot.ben.
· HlrYlrd Law School
I am writing thill evaluation after Bitting for the New
York State and Multiatate ua.me (and before NJ). I
would sincerely like to tell you that you all did a
terrific job and deeerve much praise. Thank you!
• Hofstra Law School
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I thought the lectures were the best. They're very
thorough. They give you all the information you need
to know. That' ■ what I like best about BAR/BRI.
• NYU Law School
I would definitely recommend the coun,e to friends.
think it's a good way to prepare for the bar. It doee
not put that much premrure on you. I followed the
1ehedule. I found that durin1 the coune the 11ehedule
wu not that difficult to keep up with. It atill pve me
a lot of free time up until the Jut day of cl8lle.
Preparation baa not been that painful at all.
• NYU Law School

I thought BAR/BRI wu outstanding in every way and
I will recommend it to all who uk. Thanks to Stan,
I didn't find out what I liked abcrot the cour.,e until
Steve, Erica and the BAR/BRI staff. You can be
last night when I wu talking to one of my friends who
proud of your orp.niutfon.
wu taking Pieper and even though be had all
• New York Law School
mnemonics dawn ...l juat found that he didn't have the
rrfp on the substantive law that I thought I did ... .l
Overall the coun,e wu very IIO(>d. BAR/BRI helped
think the lectures really lay everything out for you.
make a mleerable uperienoe I lot more bearable. I'm
They give you enough ol an overview that ill required
pd I took the coun,e.
to really be able to ban~ the _.ya. I would
• NYU Law School
deftnltely neomme11d the BAR/BRI con~ to • friPnd
. Cardozo Lsw Sr:h,.,nl
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What I like about the conrse ill that it ia really ttrai1ht
forward ... .ln addition to learning the law, you learn
how to an11Wer the questiona on the eum and bow to
write a good ewy and that's what really count.e... .l
found the BAR/BRI penonnel very helpful. I call the
office all the time with questions and they ban always
gotten back to me or anawered the question
lmmediately... .l would highly recommend BAR/BRI for
anyone studyiq for the New York Bu..- .
• NYU Law School

Thanb!

· Pac• Law School
For the most part I liked how they broke everything
down into easy to remember bite and pieces. Jt'11 not
really as confw!ing a.s it wu in law achool....l would
hi&l:uy recommend the course to my friends and I bne
frienda taking the other courses and from what I eee
them doing, I think tbill ill much better.
• Pace Law School
BAR/BRI was the best preparation for the bar uam.
The ttaff cared about the student.a. BAR/BRI eaeed
the amiet;y ol the bar uam.
• St. John'• Law School
BAR/BRI it to be praised. No gimmicks • they were
not ,urue. Merely etreea hard work without fallin, alf
the deep end. I would, and will live my ttamp '1
approval to friends, law atudenta and anyone elae who
will listen. Thank you for-runnlq • 6nt c:lall
operation.
• SL John'• Law School
I wu very •tmled with the BAR/BRI course. The
lecturers were all good and Interesting. I took no
additional coursee and I feel confident that the inain
coune pve me adequate preparation.
• St. John'a Law School
I think BAR/BRI it a good coun,e. It livee atudenbl
everythin, they have to know.. .I found BAR/BRI
people to be very responaive. I found that whenever I
needed help, they were there to help me oul...lf I
mmed the courae, I could alwaya go to the tape
lecture. I could go to the office and just listen to the
tapes. I found that to be very good... .l would definitely
recommend BAR/BRI becaue it coven everything you
ban to bow.
• SL John'• Law School

